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Analog to Digital:
Harnessing Peer Computing
JEREMY PAUL SIROTA*

"HOME TAPING IS KILLING MUSIC.
INTRODUCTION

Twenty years ago the recording industry claimed consumers were
killing music sales by recording their own cassette tapes at home. Today,
a similar argument is directed at peer-to-peer (P2P) networks: Illegal filesharing is killing the sales of recorded music. Yet unlike home taping,
P2P networks are capable of decentralized and anonymous communication. A P2P network avoids centralized servers by operating directly
through the users who interact and exchange information. From its incipiency, digital music was the dominant type of file shared on P2P networks. Digital music was mainly exchanged through the MP3 music file
format because it effectively compressed music for rapid transmission.
In addition, early P2P networks-such as the original Napster and Aimster-only allowed users to share MP3 files. The large number of filesharers also captured worldwide media attention and took digital music
and copyright from classrooms and courtrooms into everyday conversations.3 Music is more fundamentally a "cultural bellwether" for the
United States that shapes "cinema, literature, fashion, television, advertising, and, it sometimes seems, everything else one encounters."'
In an effort to determine copyright law's affect on peer computing,
this Note will explore the recording industry's response to P2P networks
and advance three arguments. First, the recording industry's efforts to
* J.D. Candidate, University of California, Hastings College of the Law, 2004; B.A. with Honors, University of California, Berkeley, i999. Thank you to Danika Underhill for her endless support.
I. Chris Taylor, Burn, Baby, Bum, TIME, May 20, 2002, at B8.
2. MP 3 stands for MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) Layer III and is a compressiondecompression protocol that compresses large audio files into files capable of fast transmission over
the Internet. See Matthew Green, Note, Napster Opens Pandora'sBox: Examining How File-Sharing
Services Threaten the Enforcement of Copyright on the Internet,63 OHIo ST. L.J. 799, 8oi n.It (2002).
3. A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 284 F.3d io91 (9th Cir. 2002); Karl Taro Greenfield,
Meet the Napster,TIME, Oct. 2, 2000, at 60-73 (Napster cover story).
4. Charles C. Mann, The Heavenly Jukebox, ATLANTIC MONTHLY, Sept. 2ooo, at 39, 50.
[759]
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combat illegal file-sharing chills innovations in peer computing. Second,
the recording industry's efforts and proposed copyright legislation drives
development in unpredictable directions. Third, the recording industry's
need to combat illegal file-sharing can be balanced with the economic
and innovative potential of decentralized peer computing.'
Part I explores the origins of digital music, the growth in digital music devices, and the economic effect of illegal file-sharing on the recording industry. Part II focuses on the recording industry's response to
illegal file-sharing and how those legal efforts are driving technological
change in unpredictable directions. Part III examines two legal issues
that illustrate how consumer use of P2P technology is at odds with existing copyright law: (I) the liability of users or providers for facilitating the
sharing of quasi-public domain works on P2P networks (i.e., works in the
U.S. public domain but protected in a foreign country); and (2) the liability of Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) network operators when users illegally
share copyrighted works on P2P networks. Part IV concludes that a
moratorium on lawsuits and legislation-in combination with constructive dialogue-might ensure a future for peer computing.

I. How DID WE GET HERE?
In the eighteenth century, no one anticipated recorded music or a
single song's economic value in 200 years. 6 Instead, the recording industry's development reflects the haphazard and unpredictable effect of advances in music technology. The latest example of technological change
is the widespread use of decentralized P2P networks to share music files.
This Part will examine the origins of digital music and P2P networks, and
then, analyze how illegal file-sharing affects the sales of recorded music.
A.

DIGITAL MUSIC AND PEER COMPUTING

i. The MP3 Formatand DigitalMusic Devices

The U.S. has a long history of innovation in music technology. The
development of new technologies in analog music are traceable through
phonographs, reel-to-reel, vinyl records, 8-track, and cassette tapes
(portable in I979).' Yet the dramatic shift in music formats and consumer
devices was the introduction of the compact disc (CD) in 1983 (portable

5. Peter S. Menell, Envisioning Copyright Law's Digital Future, 46 N.Y.L. ScH. L. REV. 63, 181
n.367 (2002).

6. "[In 1996... the [total] U.S. creative industries accounted for 3.65 percent of the U.S. gross
domestic product (GDP)-$278.4 billion." S. Rep. No. I05-I9O, at o (1998).
7. A Brief History of Portable Musical Devices, GooDSoUND!, at http://www.goodsound.com/
features/2003_o6_oi.htm (June i, 2003).
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in 1984). The widespread adoption of the digital music format-MP3provided the economic incentive to manufacture digital music devices.
The first digital music device-the Diamond Multimedia's Rio (introduced in I989)-was capable of storing one hour of compressed music.' After the Rio's introduction, lawsuits were filed immediately against
Diamond Multimedia for copyright infringement. The Ninth Circuit
eventually held that the Rio was not a "digital audio recording device"
within the meaning of the Audio Home Recording Act, as well as holding that "space-shifting" music from one device to another is "paradigmatic noncommercial personal use." 9 This decision provided a legal
foundation for distributing of the Rio, an economic incentive to continue
digitizing music, and ultimately, an inventive force to develop an efficient
online platform for exchanging digital music.
2.
The Roots of P2P Networks
As analog devices preceded digital music devices, peer computing
had its early roots in ARPANET (the predecessor to the Internet) and
USENET (worldwide distribution application for newsgroups). The
technology behind P2P networks is based on a simple concept. Peer
computing technology is merely the function of multiple, interactive devices acting as both clients and servers. The qualitative innovations in
peer computing emerged in terms of implementation and scale.'" In terms
of implementation, P2P networks eliminated the client-server architecture of the Internet (e.g., a home Internet user (the client) connecting to
eBay (the server) to bid on goods)." P2P networks directly connect multiple users on open or closed networks to exchange files.'2 The two main
P2P networking platforms are FastTrack (closed network) and Gnutella
(open network).'3 P2P networks utilizing technology like FastTrack and
8. A Brief History of Portable Musical Devices, GOODSOUND!, at http://www.goodsound.com/
features/2003_o6_oI.htm (June i, 2003).
9. Recording Indus. Ass'n of Am. v. Diamond Multimedia Sys. Inc., 18o F.3d 1072, 1079, io82
(9th Cir. 1999).
io. Mihajlo A. Jovanovic, Modeling Large-scale Peer-to-Peer Networks and a Case Study of
Gnutella (2000) (unpublished M.S. thesis, University of Cincinnati) (on file with Hastings Law Journal); but see Niels Schaumann, Copyright Infringement and Peer-to-Peer Technology, 28 WM.
MrrCHELL L. REV. 1001, 1003-04 (2002) (arguing P2P technology is only a quantitative innovation).
ii. "[P2P is] a type of network in which each workstation has equivalent capabilities and responsibilities. This differs from client/server architectures, in which some computers are dedicated to serving the others." Peer-to-Peer Architecture, WEBOPEDIA.cOM, at http://webopedia.intemet.com/TERM
p/peer-to peerarchitecture.html (last visited Mar. 2, 2004).
12. Howard Siegel & Benjamin Semel, Combating Online Infringement Post-Napster,N.J. L.J.,
Oct. 1, 2001, at 29.
13. As of March 2, 2004, the top five downloaded consumer P2P software applications for Win-

dows (search term "p2p"), at http://www.download.com: KaZaA Media Desktop current version 2.6
(331,582,347 downloads), Morpheus current version 4.0 (120,796,522 downloads), iMesh 4.2 build 137
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Gnutella depend on the ability of autonomous computers (i.e., users'
computers) to efficiently catalog files, send and receive requests, and
route data. In terms of scale, P2P networks provide a platform for the
widespread distribution of all types of file formats. Most decentralized
P2P networks provide mechanisms to transmit all types of file formats
including: music and video files, software applications, e-books, photographs and imagery, documents, and many other file formats.
With advances in implementation and scale, P2P networks provide
an efficient means of distribution whereby: (i) data transfers are decentralized and do not move through a central server (i.e., data is less vulnerable to bandwidth constraints or a central server crash); (2) shared
goods are extremely responsive to supply and demand; and (3)the network harnesses users' personal computers and does not require additional capital investment. All of these attributes fuel consumer and
professional tinkering because the network is open to any innovator and
any application.'" Because of the low cost of entry, the market will continually be supplemented with innovations in peer computing.
B.

5
THE ECONOMICS OF FILE-SHARING

Decentralized P2P networks facilitate the exchange of data without
a central distributor. In contrast, the recording industry functions as a
distributor by finding, promoting, and then selling recorded music to the
public.' 6 After the growth of decentralized P2P networks (i.e., postNapster P2P networks), the debate about P2P networks focused on the
economic affects of illegal file-sharing." The recording industry claims
P2P networks cost it hundreds of millions of dollars every year.' Obviously, the emergence of Napster and other P2P networks coincides with
(68,225,256 downloads), LimeWire current version 3.8.5 (19405,513 downloads), and Grokster current
version 2.6 (8,725,555 downloads) with a total of 113 applications available (including P2P software
enhancements and ad-blockers). Another widely used software program-search term "file sharing"is BearShare current version 4.4 (18,919,890 downloads), with a total of 207 applications available (including P2P software enhancements and ad-blockers). Id.
14. LAWRENCE LESSIG, THE FUTURE OF IDEAS 34-36 (2OO1).

15. See generally Stan J. Liebowitz, Will MP3 Downloads Annihilate the Record Industry?: The
Evidence So Far (June 2003) (unpublished manuscript, on file with Hastings Law Journal),availableat
http://www.utdallas.edu/l-iebowitlknowledge-goods/records.pdf (last visited Mar. 2, 2004) for a thorough discussion about the declining sales of recorded music by the impact of illegal file-sharing.
16. Raymond Shih Ray Ku, The Creative Destruction of Copyright: Napster and the New Economics of Digital Technology, 69 U. CHI. L. REV. 263, 294-95 (2002) (asserting content industry is primarily
a vehicle for the distribution of content and not its creation).
17. Early cases exposed the dangers of online infringement. E.g., United States v. LaMacchia, 871
F. Supp. 535, 536-37 (D. Mass. 1994) (alleging online copying and distribution of copyrighted software
by one individual "caused losses of more than one million dollars to software copyright holders").
t8. Brad King, RIAA: Feeling Burned of Ripped CDs, WIRED NEWS, at http://www.wired.com/
news/mp3/0,i285,54773,oo.html (Aug. 27, 2000).
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declining sales of recorded music; however, the issue is whether a causal
relationship exists between illegal file-sharing and the declining sales of
recorded music. The recording industry attributes declining music sales
to illegal file-sharing; other groups identify diverse factors that might account for declining sales of recorded music. This Part addresses whether
recorded music sales are declining and the effect of illegal file-sharing.
i. How P2PNetworks Threaten the Recording Industry
Before innovations displace previous technologies or become coopted by distributors, innovations typically threaten traditional means of
distribution. In the past, the printing press threatened scribes, player piano rolls and phonographic records threatened sheet music, 9 and radio
broadcasting threatened to end public performances." The recording industry considers P2P networks such a fundamental threat. P2P networks
pose two threats: (I) displacing the sales of recorded music; and (2) diminishing the consumer's need for music distributors (and hence, "peerto-peer"). Yet history is replete with innovations-originally believed to
threaten traditional means of distribution -proving to fuel (and sometimes create) new means of distribution. In the short term, distributors
are frequently hesitant to embrace new technologies and new forms of
distribution.
While distributors are hesitant to embrace change, technological innovations regularly provide enormous economic benefits for copyright
holders.2 A short list includes: Xerox photocopiers, the switch from vinyl
records to cassettes tapes and cassette tape recorders, the proliferation of
VHS and video cassette recorders, digital scanners and digital cameras,
and possibly soon, recordable CDs and DVDs and peer computing. Industry alarms about innovations are typically short-lived. Instead of
merely displacing traditional distribution, technologies typically prove
capable of "spillover effects" (e.g., movie rentals, boom boxes, digital
printers). Indeed, once innovators or early adopters commercialize new
technologies and penetrate markets, traditional distributors seek to harness the technology and displace the innovators and early adopters.

i9. White-Smith Music Pub. Co. v. Apollo Co., 209 U.S. I, 12 (19o8) (holding player piano rolls
and phonographic records are not copies within the meaning of the Copyright Act of 19O9).
20. Jerome H. Remick & Co. v. Am. Auto. Accessories Co., 5 F.2d 411,412 (6th Cir. 1925) (holding radio broadcasts are a "public performance" within the Copyright Act of 19o9).
21. In this Note, "copyright holders" represents the major owners, holders, and distributors of
copyrighted works in the United States, including sound recordings, motion pictures and other audiovisual works, musical works, and literary works. See 17 U.S.C. §§ 102(a)(I), (2), (6), (7) (1996).
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Yes, Music Sales Are Declining
The recording industry is concerned that P2P networks will displace
the sales of recorded music. In the United States, two bodies monitor the
sales of recorded music: the Recording Industry Association of America
(RIAA), the U.S. trade association for the recording industry, and the
International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI), the international association for the recording industry. Analyzing the effect of
illegal file-sharing is difficult because it could depend on either total sales
or total revenues." While total revenues illustrate the economic health of
the industry, total CD and album sales might prove whether illegal filesharing is displacing the sales of recorded music. The following provides
an overview of U.S. sales of recorded music. (Figures include total CD
sales (CDs and CD singles) and total album sales, including: CDs, CD
singles, cassette tapes, cassette singles, LP/EP, vinyl singles, and music
videos.)
i999: Total CD units sold increased io% while album units
sold increased5.6%.23
2ooo: Total CD units sold declined 7% while album units
sold declined 4.7% (attributable mainly to declining singles).24
2ooi: Total CD units sold declined 4.5% while album units
2.

declined Io.3%.
2002:

s

Total CD units sold declined 8.7% while album units

sold declined Io%.26
2003: Total CD units sold declined
sold declined by 3.6%.8

2.I %27

while album units

22. See generally Liebowitz, supra note 15.
23. Press Release, RIAA, Recording Industry Releases i999 Yearend Marketing Report, available at http://www.riaa.com/news/marketingdata/i999_us-yearend.asp.
24. Press Release, IFPI, Recording Industry World Sales zoo: CD Albums Up, Overall Unit
Sales Down 1.2% (Apr. 19, 2001), available at http://www.ifpi.org/site-content/press/200bo4i9.html.
25. Press Release, IFPI, Global Music Sales Down 5% in 2001 (Apr. 16, 2002), available at http://
www.ifpi.org/site-content/press/2002o415.html; cf. Press Release, RIAA, Recording Industry Announces 2001 Year-End Shipments, available at http://www.riaa.com/news/marketingdata/2ooi-us
_yearend.asp (listing total CD units sold declined by 6.4%).
26. Press Release, IFPI, Global Sales of Recorded Music Down 7% in 2002 (Apr. 9, 2003), available at http://www.ifpi.org/site-content/press/20030409.html (regarding total album sales); Sue Zeidler,
U.S. Music Sales Rose in January-Nielsen Soundscan, REUTERS, at http://www.reuters.com/
newsArticle.jhtml?type=topNews&storylD=4286493 (Feb. 4, 2004) (regarding CD sales). RIAA's figures show a io% decline in CD sales and 11.2% decline in total album sales. Press Release, RIAA,
2002 Yearend Statistics, available at http://www.riaa.comlnews/marketingdatalpdf/year-end-zoo2.pdL
27. Zeidler, supra note 26.
28. Ed Christman, Have Music Sales Finally Hit Bottom?, REUTERS, at http://www.reuters.com/
newsArticle.jhtml?type=musicNews&storylD=4Io3919 (Jan. 9, 2004).
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In late 2003, after the RIAA initiated lawsuits against individual filesharers, "the very next week the [U.S.] CD business began its rebound"
(i.e., album sales increased compared to the same period last year).29 The
last quarter of 2003 witnessed total album sales increase by 4.7%. In
January 2004, total album sales increased by 10.4% compared to the
same period last year.0
While these figures only provide an overview of the sales of recorded music, the recording industry appears to have two claims: (I) music sales are declining;3' and (2) there is some causal connection between
illegal file-sharing and declining music sales.
3. Exploring Factorsthat Account for Declining Sales
The recording industry's claim is straightforward: illegal file-sharing
is displacing the sales of recorded music.32 An overview of additional factors provides a different perspective on declining music sales. First, an
analysis of the recording industry revealed that in 2001 there were 12,000
fewer new releases than in 1999, with only a 4.1% decrease in total unit
sales of CDs in a "rock bottom" economy.3 Second, a study surveying
500 serial downloaders between the ages of 13 and 45 revealed that 87%
of those who "'try before they buy' claim they would still purchase albums when they were commercially released."34 Third, the five major dis29. Eric Boehlert, Send Lawyers, Guns and Money, SALON.COM, at http://www.salon.com/ent/
feature/2003/I I/o6/cd-sales (Nov. 6, 2003).
30. Zeidler, supra note 26. However, total album sales in January 2004 (46 million units) are
down from a high in January 1999 (47.4 million units). Id. The report pointed out possible contributing
factors for the recent rise in sales, including: labels offering "diverse and better quality material," the
marketing of online services is renewing interest in music, and "Grammy Nominees" albums were released early. Id.
31. The following list consists of total unit sales from 1999-2003 (in millions):
1999: CDs 938.9 units, CD singles 55.9 units, and cassette tapes 123.6 units.
2000: CDs 942.5 units, CD singles 34.2 units, and cassette tapes 76 units.
2oo1: CDs 881.9 units, CD singles 17.3 units, and cassette tapes 45 units.
2002: CDs 803.3 units, CD singles 4.5 units, and cassette tapes 31.i units.
2003: CDs 745.9 units, CD singles 8.3 units, and cassette tapes 17.2 units.
Press Release, RIAA, 2003 Yearend Statistics, available at http://www.riaa.com/news/newsletter/pdf/
2003yearEnd.pdf.
32. See Mann, supra note 4, at 40 (Bernstein Investment Research Group claims that "within
three years the industry could lose as many as one out of six CD sales to Internet piracy.").
33. George Ziemann, RIAA's Statistics Don't Add Up to Piracy, MACWIZARDS Music (Dec. II,
2002), at http://www.azoz.com/music/features/ooo8.html ("[Tiotal number of units fell 10.3 percent
[while tiotal sales dropped 4.1 percent[.["). In a follow-up article, the author studied cassette tape
sales, new releases, and CD prices to claim that declining sales of recorded music was not causally
connected to illegal file-sharing. George Ziemann, RIAA Questions Validity of Own Information,
MACWIZARDS Music, at http://www.azoz.com/news/oo23.html (Feb. 16, 2o03).
34. The study was performed by Music Research and Programming. Claire Smith, Illegal Music
Downloads Boosting Album Sales, THE SCOTSMAN (July s0, 2003), available at http://news.scotsman
.com/scitech.cfm?id=7488 3 2003 (noting also the potential demise of the music singles market).
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tributors of recorded music settled with the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) on charges of "illegal advertising" and that "U.S. consumers may
have paid as much as $48o million more than they should have for CDs
and other music."3 The FTC claimed that the major music distributors
conspired to unfairly price CDs by not allowing stores to price under the
listed minimum prices. 6 Fourth, the recording industry is still declining
from the "graying" of music fans, and determining how to tap over-40s
who constitute 44% of the CD market. 7 And fifth, CD sales per person
reached a natural plateau-at nearly five CDs a consumer per year-and
sales are merely readjusting."'
None of these factors refute the claim that illegal file-sharing is displacing the sales of recorded music; instead, these factors only offer a
fuller picture of the recording industry that might account for declining
sales.39 Only future sales of music will show whether the "P2P years"
were an anomaly or a trend.
II.

A.

WHERE ARE WE

Now?

THE RECORDING INDUSTRY'S APPROACH TO P2P NETWORKS

The recording industry is currently the most active party asserting its
copyrights against P2P networks and users.4" In the campaign against illegal file-sharing,4' the recording industry asserts its rights through the
RIAA and other industry trade groups. The recording industry employs
five main strategies to achieve these ends: (i) public education; (2) licensed online music subscription services; (3) injunctions, enforcement,
35. Press Release, Federal Trade Commission, Record Companies Settle FTC Charges of Restraining Competition in CD Music Market (May io, 20oo), available at http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2ooo/
o5/cdpres.htm (settling with Universal Music and Video Distribution, Sony Corp. of America, Time
Warner Inc., EMI Music Distribution, and Bertelsmann Music Group).
36. Id.
37. Mark Jenkins, Hit Charade,SLATE, at http://slate.msn.com/?id=2o69732 (Aug. 20, 2002).
38. Peter Martin, Forget the Spin, Taping Is Not Killing Music, SYDNEY MORNING HERALD, DEC.
31, 2003, at 9. Other arguments include: consumer frustration; consolidation of radio; the homogenization of music; and consumers have more entertainment and multimedia options (e.g., cable and digital
TV, Internet, game consoles, video games, computer software, and home movies). See generally Paul
Horn et al., Committee for Economic Development, Promoting Innovation and Growth: The Special
Problem of Digital Intellectual Property at 27-30 (2004) (on file with Hastings Law Journal).
39. Compare Janis Ian, The Internet Debacle-An Alternative View, PERF. SONGWRITER MAG., at
http://www.janisian.com/article-internet-debacle.html (May 2002) (arguing P2P networks are not as
detrimental to the content industries' business as they believe), with Press Release, RIAA, Hilary
Rosen Responds to Janis Ian: Misinformation and Mischaracterizations (Oct. 23, 2002), available at
http://www.riaa.com/news/newsletter/response-i023o2.asp.
40. Fred van Lohmann, Free to Be 'P2P':New Technologies Challenge Copyright's Foundationand that's Good, LEGAL TIMES, Oct. 16, 2O00, at 49.
41. See John Howe, Dirty Dozen: 12 Ways the Record Labels Fight Back, WIRED, Feb. 2003, at 98,
98 (listing twelve methods the recording industry uses to combat illegal file-sharing).
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and warnings; (4) Digital Rights Management (DRM); and (5) lobbying
Congress for expanded copyright protection.
Public Education
The recording industry's public education campaign began by placing advertisements in newspapers, launching Web sites, and distributing
literature to college campuses.' Yet the recording industry fights an uphill battle to convince users that file-sharing on P2P networks is stealing.43
A setback for the recording industry's campaign was learning that only
one-in-five downloaders age twelve and older agreed that illegal filesharing harms artists.' Industry groups postulate that users might believe
illegal file-sharing only harms record labels and not the artists or the
songwriters." The recording industry was unprepared for how rapidly
P2P networks became accepted as a legitimate means of distributing music. 46 An entire generation was being raised online, downloading from
P2P networks, and burning CDs." Some groups believe that P2P users
equate file-sharing with home taping or CD mixes."' Three years after
Napster was founded, a marketing research firm found that 28% of
Americans twelve and over had downloaded an MP 3 or other music file
from the Internet. (Extrapolating that number to the U.S. population
means 6o million unique downloaders in 2002)." 9 Public education was
only one step to combat illegal file-sharing. The recording industry soon
entered negotiations to license works to online music subscription services to provide an alternative to illegal file-sharing.
i.

2. Licensed Online Music Subscription Services
The major online music subscription services now available include:
Apple iTunes (for Apple computers and PCs), Napster 2.0, BuyMusic,
Musicmatch, MusicNet, PressPlay, and Rhapsody." While many of these
online services have been active for over two years, other services were
42. See Music United, at http://www.musicunited.org.
43. E.g., Press Release, RIAA, Rosen at House Hearing on "Piracy on Peer-to-Peer Networks"
(Sept. 26, 2002), available at http://www.riaa.com/news/newsletter/o926o2.asp.

44. Press Release, Ipsos-Reid, Legal Issues Don't Hinder American Downloaders (Mar. 14,
2003), available at http://www.ipsos-reid.com/pdf/media/mro3o3l4-2revis.pdf (last visited Mar. 2, 2004).
45. See Mann, supra note 4, at 57 (suggesting P2P network users are partly motivated by greed).
46. Jim Wasserman, Analyst: Internet File-Sharing Bigger Than Record Business, SILICON VALLEY.COM, at http://www.siliconvalley.com/mld/siliconvalley/55o229i.htm (Mar. 28, 2003) ("[O]nly 9 percent of U.S. downloaders believ[e] they are doing anything wrong[.]").
47. E. Steuer, Burn, Hollywood, Burn, WIRED, Feb. 2003, at 46 (claiming huge growth in the demand for CD recorders and an explosion in the demand for DVD recorders in the next several years).
48. See Martin, supra note 38 ("The homemade CD appears to have brought us the best of both
worlds-doubling the number of new CDs in circulation, without much harming sales in stores.").
49. Press Release, Ipsos-Reid, Americans Continue to Embrace Potential of Digital Music (Dec.
5, 2002), available at http://www.ipsos-reid.com/pdf/media/mrl204O2-I.pdf (last visited Mar. 2, 2004).
5o. See infra Part IV.C.2.
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launched within the past year. The success of these services will depend
on a combination of factors, including: competitive pricing, functionality
and ease of use, the diversity and scope of music offerings, and music
portability (i.e., burning digital music to CDs and transferring to digital
music devices).' As discussed further infra, the entry of numerous online
services infuses the market with diversity and competition. 2
3. Injunctions, Enforcement, and Warnings
Public education and online licensing provided an alternative to illegal file-sharing; however, these efforts merely encouraged legal music
downloads without affecting or discouraging illegal use. The recording
industry's first lawsuits focused on shutting down P2P networks, with
Napster the most dramatic case.53 Yet when the Ninth Circuit reaffirmed
the shut down order against Napster, the court only eliminated one outlet for file-sharing. Shortly after, decentralized P2P networks were offering similar services.54

While the recording industry continues to file lawsuits to shut down
decentralized P2P networks, the recording industry entered a new phase
of combating P2P use. The recording industry adopted strategies that involved all relevant parties in illegal P2P use, including: university campuses, direct communications to P2P users, workplaces, and Internet
Service Providers. In the case of university campuses, the recording industry's purpose was twofold: to prevent students from accessing P2P
networks and to confiscate the computers of students who illegally used
P2P networks.5 With direct communications to PzP users, the recording

51. See Peter Biddle et al., The Darknet and the Future of Content Distribution at § 5.2 (2002)
(unpublished manuscript, on file with Hastings Law Journal) (Competing with decentralized P2P networks will require "convenience and low cost rather than additional security.").
52. See infra Part IV.C.
53. E.g., A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 284 F.3d io9i, io98-99 ( 9 th Cir. 2002) (holding dis-

trict court's "shut down order" within discretionary authority); In re Aimster Copyright Litig., 334
F.3d 643 (7th Cir. 2003); MGM Studios v. Grokster, Ltd., 243 F. Supp. 2d 1073, 1073 (C.D. Cal. 2003)
(denying defendant's motions to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction and to dismiss for lack
of personal jurisdiction).
54- See supra note 13.
55. See Lotem Almog, Students Off Network for File-Sharing, BROWN DAILY HERALD (Mar. 14,
2003), available at http://www.browndailyherald.com/stories.asp?storylD=66o; Amy Argetsinger &
Jonathan Krim, Student's Computers Seized at Annapolis: Academy Battling Music, Film Theft, WASH.
POST, Nov. 26, 2002, at As ("[Flour entertainment industry lobbying groups sent letters to 2,300 col-

leges and universities urging them to crack down on piracy by students."). The recording industry also
targeted corporations to help combat illegal P2P use. Associated Press, Hollywood Targets Corporations to Fight Illegal Downloading, SILICON VALLEY.COM, at http://www.siliconvalley.com/mld/
siliconvalley/5178283.htm (Feb. 13, 2003).
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industry was instant messaging individual users of P2P networks that filesharing is illegal. 6
All of these actions did little to curb illegal file-sharing. In the face of
increasing illegal file-sharing of copyrighted works on P2P networks, the
recording industry filed lawsuits against direct infringers (i.e., individual
file-sharing users)." As of March 2004, the recording industry filed 1,446
copyright infringement lawsuits against file-sharers (with approximately
233 settlements).: While the recording industry was concerned about the
negative publicity from direct actions against individual users, the lawsuits appear to discourage P2P use.59 Possibly validating the recording industry's actions, a recent publication claims that direct infringement
lawsuits might work best because a majority of copyrighted works on
P2P networks are uploaded by a concentrated group of users.6,
4. DMCA and DigitalRights Management
The recording industry is also combating P2P use by filing subpoenas with ISPs to force them to reveal infringing users without a court order. The case of In re Verizon Internet Services, Inc. involves a legal
dispute between the RIAA and Verizon, primarily related to one section
of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). 62 The RIAA claimed
that the DMCA requires ISPs to disclose alleged infringing users without
judicial oversight. Yet whether the recording industry's interpretation is
upheld as valid, the dispute characterizes the recording industry's efforts
to enlist the aid of ISPs in policing P2P networks. ISP providersespecially of cable, DSL, and WiFi service -recognized that P2P net56. Amy Harmon, Music Industry Sends a Message to PC Screens: Sharing Is Theft, N.Y. TIMES,
Apr. 30, 2003, at Ci. Other actions include anti-P2P tactics through elite hackers and computer security companies and prosecuting students who host college song-swap networks. Andrew Zolli, Monsters of Rock, WIRED, Sept. 2003, at 46; Amy Harmon, Suit Settled for Students Downloading Music
Online, N.Y. TIMES, May 2, 2003, at A22.
57. Lynette Holloway, Recording Industry to Sue Internet Music Swappers, N.Y. TIMES, June 26,
2003, at C4.

58. Katie Dean, RIAA Strikes Again at Traders, WIRED NEWS, at http://www.wired.com/news/
digiwood/o,1412,61989,oo.html?tw=wn-topheadi (Jan. 21, 2004); Roy Mark, RIAA Unleashes Another Round of Lawsuits, INTERNETNEWS.com, at http://www.internetnews.com/ec-news/article.php/
3313881 (Feb. 17, 2004).
59. John Schwartz, In Survey, FewerAre Sharing Files (Or Admitting It), N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 5, 2004,
at Ci; cf. John Borland, RIAA Lawsuits Yield Mixed Results, CNET NEws.com, at http://news.com
.c0m/2100-I027_3-5II3188.html (Dec. 4,2003).
6o. See generally Mark A. Lemley & R. Anthony Reese, Stopping Digital Copyright Infringement
Without Stopping Innovation (Dec. 1, 2003) (unpublished manuscript, on file with Hastings Law Journal).
61. 240 F. Supp. 2d 24 (D.D.C. 2003), overruled by 351 F.3d 1229 (D.C. Cir. 2003); see also Lexmark Int'l., Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc., 253 F. Supp. 2d 943,947 (E.D. Ky. 2002) (claiming
violations of reverse engineering provisions enacted at 17 U.S.C. § 12oi(a)(2)(A)-(C) (1999)).
62. 17 U.S.C. § 512(h)(i)-(5) (I99).
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works could stimulate sales in slumping markets. The logic is simple: P2P
users require fast connection speeds and therefore spur sales of high-end
ISP services. While U.S. ISPs are unwilling partners of the RIAA's efforts, United Kingdom providers routinely clamp down on potential illegal file-sharing "by limiting the amount of daily downloads people can
make although this has proved very unpopular."6 The unwillingness of
ISPs to cooperate with the recording industry might eventually lead to64
uses.
technological measures that protect content from unauthorized
The widespread adoption of DRM would affect how consumers receive
and will use digital content.6
5. Lobbying Congress for Enhanced Copyrights
The recording industry also lobbies Congress for legislation to combat the use and growth of P2P networks. An early bill proposed by Rep.
Howard Berman would have immunized copyright holders from antihacking laws and released copyright holders from liability for "disabling,
interfering with, blocking, diverting or otherwise impairing the unauthorized distribution" of copyrighted works on P2P networks. 66 Sen. Fritz
Hollings proposed a different approach that would have required security standards (i.e., anti-copying mechanisms) in all new consumer electronic devices. 67 This bill would have created a government-mandated
scheme for the development and programming of future consumer electronic devices. A final example was a bill proposed by Sen. Joe Biden
that banned any tampering with digital watermarks that protected
against unauthorized copying. 6 The bill-similar to provisions in the
DMCA--bans anti-circumvention of the watermark. Like the Hollings
unpredictable
Bill, watermarks are a government-mandated scheme with
69
consequences for the development of new technologies.
While Congress has not passed any of these proposals, legislative
proceedings are the best starting point. The Sony decision reflected that
63. Online Music Pirates Dodge Capture, BBC NEWS (U.K.), at http://news.bbc.co.uk/I/hi/

technology/286o757.stm (Mar. i8, 2003).
64. Menell, supra note 5, at 193.
65. See John Markoff, Five Giants In Technology Unite to Deter File Sharing, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 5,

2004, at Ci (discussing a consortium of technology companies working on DRM); cf Biddle et al., supra note 5i; see also Symposium, The Law & Technology of Digital Rights Management, 18 BERKELEY
TECH. L.J. 697,700 (2003) (statement of John Manferdelli, Microsoft Corp.).
66. Compare H.R. 5211, Io7th Cong. § 514 (2002), available at http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/
bdquery/z?d1o7:h.r.o5211:, with Electronic Frontier Foundation, The Berman P2P Bill: Vigilantism
Unbound, at http://www.eff.org/IP/P2P/2002o8o2-eff bermanp2p-bill.html (Aug. 2, 2002).
67. S. 2201, 107th Cong. (2002).
68. S. 2395, Io7th Cong. (2002). See also Declan McCullagh, Pirate This, Go to Jail, CNET
NEWS.COM, at http://news.com.com/2oo-1o71-946732.html (July 29, 2002).

69. See Horn, supranote 38, at 74 ("We are skeptical about government-mandated DRM, and we
recommend that manufacturers not be required to build in mandated copy protection technologies.").
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Congressional guidance should shape the expansion of copyright law." A
recent suggestion by Sen. Norm Coleman was to bring together the relevant parties in the file-sharing debate.7 A constructive dialogue on the
future of peer computing would provide a starting point for reconciling
differences. Without constructive dialogue, new legislation might lead to
copyright laws that impede innovation without significantly curtailing illegal file-sharing."
6. What Does It All Mean?
The recording industry believes that P2P networks and illegal filesharing of copyrighted works are the greatest threat to recorded music
sales since home taping. The industry might be correct.73 However, instead of harnessing or co-opting the technology, the recording industry
seeks to prohibit its development and deployment. While none of the
means employed by the recording industry are excessive compared to the
threat of P2P networks, the trend is worrisome. An entire field of technology might be prohibited at the source. Yet basic economics indicate
that innovation and economic productivity are driven by technology's introduction and diffusion.74 While the recording industry should protect its
copyrighted works, excessive enforcement imposes a chilling effect on research and investment into peer computing's potential. 5
B.

TECHNOLOGY DRIVES INNOVATION IN UNFORESEEN WAYS

Technological innovation is subject to the "law of unintended consequences" whereby technology's potential is underestimated and evolves
in an unpredictable manner when disseminated to the public.7 The recording industry's drive to prosecute networks and users is also driving

70. See Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417,430 (1984).
71. Roy Mark, Senator Plans P2P Summit, INTERNETNEWS.COM, at http://www.internetnews.com/
bus-news/article.php/3299511 (Jan. 14,2004).

72. "With the advent of technology such as peer-to-peer networking, law, technology and ethics
are now not in synch. We need to find other ways to solve the problems rather than issuing lawsuits
and lobbying Congress to pass tougher laws." Id. (statement of Sen. Norm Coleman).
73. E.g., Jed Scully, Beyond Napster-Is It Just Music? Or Are Judicial Resolutions Ineffective in
Digital Commerce, 15 TRANSNAT'L LAW 313, 314 n.Io (2002) ("The virtually cost free distribution of

MP3 files by consumers over the internet has also seriously threatened the established business models
of distributing music in CD's in 'big box' retail establishments or by mail.").
74. NATHAN ROSENBERG, INSIDE THE BLACK Box: TECHNOLOGY AND ECONOMICS 55 (1982) ("Inventions acquire their economic importance, obviously, only as a function of their introduction and widespread diffusion.").
75. E.g., UMG Recordings, Inc. v. Hummer Winblad Venture Partners, No. 03-2785 (C.D. Cal.
filed Apr. 28, 2003); see Horn, supra note 38, at 46; see also Matthew Fagin et al., Beyond Napster: Using Antitrust Law to Advance and Enhance Online Music Distribution, 8 B.U. J. Sci. & TECH. L. 451,
498-500 (2002).

76. Cory Doctorow, The Street Finds Its Own Use for the Law of Unintended Consequences,
O'REILLY NETWORK, at http://www.oreillynet.com/pub/a/network/2002/04/i6/cory.html (Apr. 16, 2002).
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P2P application development underground." When users transmit files
without seeing the end user, P2P networks create anonymity and allow
"a single user to transmit a copyrighted work instantly around the world
with virtually no transactional costs, and under circumstances that
[make] detection of this activity problematic. ''T8 However, the RIAA
pursues infringing users by identifying each user's unique Internet Protocol (IP) address. Knowing that users are tracked by IP addresses, software designers develop methods to mask IP addresses. Two examples
are random port assignments" and blocking IP addresses from being displayed."' In early P2P networks (e.g., Napster and Aimster), users were
assigned to specific ports. Current P2P networks assign users to random
ports that confuse traditional tracking methods." New adapters of peer
technology are also using various IP blocking methods, including: rerouting Internet connections through proxy servers that scrub away cybertracks, firewalls, and encryption methods." Derivatives of KaZaA
provide "features designed to defeat the RIAA's scanning efforts," including: blocking ports used by the Kazaa program to track users, erasing
a user's search history in the registry, and in the case of KaZaA Lite,
provides 83the option of erasing the search history after each exit from the
program.
In the past several years, lawsuits were filed relating to DeCSS coding to play DVDs on Linux-run computers,84 a student paper on how to
disable DRM-protection
on CDs,8 ' and a venture capital firm's invest86
ments in Napster. Are these lawsuits achieving the plaintiff's goals, or

77. Matthew Fordahl, Internet Evolves in Wake of Music-Swapping Lawsuits, THE MIAMI HERALD.COM, at http://www.miami.com/mld/miamiherald/business/6933265.htm (Oct. 4, 2003).

78. Scully, supranote 73; cf.Recording Indus. Ass'n of Am. v. Verizon Internet Serv., Inc., 240 F.
Supp. 2d 24, 24 (D.D.C. 2003).

79. See Online Music Pirates Dodge Capture, BBC NEWS (U.K.), at http://news.bbc.co.uk/I/hi/
technology/286o757.stm (Mar. i8, 2003).
80. Mark Hachman, Kazaa Derivatives Offer RIAA-Blocking Features, EXTREMETECH, at http://

www.extremetech.com/article2/o,3973,IX91474,oo.asp (July 13, 2003) (including Kazaa K++ and KaZaA Lite).
81. Id.
82. Brawl Over File-Swapping Spawns 'Secure' Software, SILICON VALLEY.COM, at http://www
.siliconvalley.com/mld/siliconvalley/news/editorial/6374384.htm (July 24, 2003).

83. Hachman, supranote 80.
84. U.S. v. Elcom Ltd., 203 F. Supp. 2d IsIs (N.D. Cal. 2002).
85. Katie Dean, Shift-Key Case Rouses DMCA Foes, WIRED NEWS, at http://www.wired.com/
news/digiwood/o,1412,6o78o,oo.html (Oct. ii, 2003). Additional "aroused concerns" include "the
'rights' of consumers to engage in fair use of protected works.... the privacy of Internet users, and
competition in content creation and distribution." Menell, supra note 5, at 67.
86. UMG Recordings, Inc. v. Hummer Winblad Venture Partners, No. 03-2785 (C.D. Cal. filed
Apr. 28, 2003); Amy Harmon, Universal Sues Bertelsmann Over Ties to Napster, N.Y. TIMES, May 13,
2003, at C4 . For the internationalization of this issue, see Bill Heaney, Music Industry Warns Kuro
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driving innovation in unforeseen ways? FreeNet is an example of a P2P
application specifically designed to make tracking users difficult by
masking IP addresses. FreeNet functions differently from other applications by "cloak[ing] the identities of both people distributing copies of a
file and those downloading it."' FreeNet "traffic becomes invisible not
just to the entertainment industry's copyright cops but also to repressive
governments, inquisitive employers and snooping relatives." ' However,
FreeNet is meant to protect political dissidents in repressive regimes,
"'not to let some kid get the latest Britney Spears album."'" Yet innovations are routinely used in unanticipated means, and sometimes with unforeseen consequences. Applications, such as FreeNet, indicate that P2P
innovation will continue to develop in new directions.9' FreeNet is not
the end of peer computing, but rather an indication of its future: unpredictability.92

III.

WHERE ARE WE GOING?

This Part focuses on two issues involving disparities between current
copyright law and its application to P2P networks.93 First, what is the potential liability of users and providers for facilitating the exchange of
quasi-public domain works on P2P networks." Second, what is the potential liability of home-run WiFi operators when network users facilitate
the exchange of copyrighted works on P2P networks.
The following section on P2P networks illustrates how current copyright law can have unforeseen consequences when applied to new technologies. Indeed, these two issues demonstrate that proposed copyright
legislation should be carefully debated and scrutinized for unforeseen ef-

Allies, TAIPEI TIMES, Dec. 9, 2003, at io (discussing IFPI Taiwan's veiled threat to investors in P2P networks), availableat http://taipeitimes.com/Newsbiz/archives/2003/I2/09/2003078939.
87. See The Free Network Project, at http://freenet.sourceforge.net.
88. Declan McCullagh, P2P's Little Secret, CNET NEWS.coM, at http://news.com.com/2IOO-1029
-1023735.html (July 8, 2003).

89. Id.
9o. Id. (quoting Ian Clarke, FreeNet inventor).
91. Id. Users might adopt technologies -like WINW and BadBlue-that provide secure P2P connections. Clay Shirky, The Recording Industry Is Unwittingly Driving Encryption Adoption, INTERNETWEEK.COM, at http://www.intemetwk.com/breakingNews/showArticle.jhtml?articlelD=l700086 (Dec.
18, 2003).

92. See John Alan Farmer, Note, The Specter of Crypto-Anarchy: Regulating AnonymityProtecting Peer-to-Peer Networks, 72 FORDHAM L. REV. 725, 771-74 (2003) ("Arguments For and

Against the Protection of Anonymous Communication").
93. See William Patry, Choice of Law and InternationalCopyright, 48 AM. J. ComP. L. 383, 441-46

(2000) (exploring litigation filed in a foreign country regarding analog works in the U.S. public domain
but still protected in the foreign country).
94. See Lydia Pallas Loren, Untanglingthe Web of Music Copyrights,53 CASE W. REs. L. REV. 673

(2003) (documenting the history of copyright development in musical works).
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fects. Yet Congress can only postulate the possible inhibiting effects of
new copyright on future technologies. Therefore, any efforts to expand
copyright legislation should only be undertaken when the consequences
of new legislation are thoroughly explored or infringing activities are
overriding efforts to protect copyrighted works.
A. QUASI-PUBLIC DOMAIN WORKS95
A copyrighted work can fall into the U.S. public domain, but still be
subject to copyright protection in a foreign country. The file-sharing of
quasi-public domain works demonstrates how current copyright laws
adapt poorly to new technologies." Digital technology is not simply
"print-plus":
U.S. copyright law is based on a model devised for print media, and
expanded with some difficulty to embrace a world that includes live,
filmed, and taped performances; broadcast media, and... digital media. The suitability of that model for new media is controversial.97
Therefore, what happens when a copyrighted work falls into the U.S.
public domain, but is still protected in a foreign country. If a U.S. P2P
user uploads a public domain work onto a P2P network, then is the PzP
user or network provider liable in U.S. federal court because of the infringing act abroad?"
r. Liability of Users/Uploaders
A copyrighted work first created or published in the United States
can fall into the public domain in the United States, but still be protected
in a foreign country, if that work was subject to the renewal requirements
of the Copyright Act of I909 . Millions of works reside in the U.S. public
domain, but are still protected in foreign countries (e.g., the entire collection of Irving Berlin songs published pre-I923)." In general, works first
95. This Part is not intended as a complete discourse on vicarious and contributory liability. For a
thorough treatment of vicarious and contributory infringement, see Aric Jacover, Note, I Want My
MP3! Creating a Legal and PracticalScheme to Combat Copyright Infringement on Peer-to-PeerInternet Applications,90 GEO. L.J. 2207, 2220-44 (2002).

96. See JESSICA

LITMAN, DIGITAL COPYRIGHT

77-88

(2OOI).

97. Id. at 3I.
98. See Schaumann, supra note 1o, at 1005 (noting failure of Napster court to address "the nature
of the infringement that was taking place on the Napster P2P network, instead referring generally to
the 'infringement' committed by Napster's users"). The author concludes-in Part II of his articlethat copying by P2P users does not infringe copyright, but distribution does. Judicial decisions and
academic articles demonstrate the confusion in separating users from providers, downloaders from
uploaders, and copiers from distributors.
99. Many of these works have been restored to copyright status by 17 U.S.C. § 104 (1996). See

generally STEPHEN

FISHMAN, THE PUBLIC DOMAIN:

How

To FIND & USE COPYRIGHT-FREE WRITINGS,

sic, ART & MORE 16/2-16/13 (Richard Stem & Spencer Sherman eds., 2001).
too. See FISHMAN, supra note 99, at 16/2.

Mu-
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created or published in the United States might still be protected in a
foreign, ° countries' if the foreign country follows the "rule of the shorter
term."
Therefore, a claim made under U.S. federal law can arise for infringing acts committed abroad "where those acts are permitted or initiated
by predicate acts of infringement within the United States .....
The predicate act is uploading a U.S. public domain work onto a P2P network
where downloaders access a protected work in that country. The clash is
obvious. The U.S. uploader merely facilitates the exchange of a public
domain work. The foreign downloader commits direct infringement by
reproducing a protected work in his country. Two theories of liability will
control how courts would resolve this conflict.
Vicarious Liability: Vicarious infringement requires three elements.'" First, a user commits direct infringement by downloading the
copyrighted work (i.e., a resident of a foreign country still protecting the
work). Second, the uploader must be in a position to control the direct
infringer. And third, the U.S. uploader must benefit financially from the
infringement. The Second Circuit articulated the principle that the individual must have "the right and ability to supervise the infringing activity
and also ha[ve] a direct financial interest in such activities."'0'4 Here, the
U.S. uploader has neither the ability to supervise the activities of P2P users, nor is in a position to financially benefit. 5 Unless P2P networks provide users with the ability to filter file formats or country filtering
mechanisms, a successful claim for vicarious liability could not be
brought against the U.S. uploader. '°6
A U.S. uploader is also protected from liability because he receives
no financial benefit from the direct infringement of the foreign
downloader. While the district court's ruling in Napster enlarged the
scope of "financial benefit" for file-sharing services, nothing in that deci-

IoI. See id. at 16/12-16/14 (listing countries that follow this rule: Australia, Brazil, France, Italy,
and Japan). Countries that do not follow this rule include Canada, China, and Switzerland. Id. at 16/13.
102. Armstrong v. Virgin Records, Ltd., 91 F. Supp. 2d 628,634 (S.D.N.Y. 2000).
103. E.g., Fonovisa, Inc. v. Cherry Auction, Inc., 76 F.3d 259, 262-64 (9th Cir. 1996); Shapiro,
Bernstein & Co. v. H.L. Green Co., 316 F.2d 304, 308 (2d Cir. 1963) (establishing vicarious infringement).
io4- See Gershwin Publ'g Corp. v. Columbia Artists Mgmt., Inc., 443 F.2d 159, 1162 (2d Cir.
197).
105. See Fonovisa,76 F.3d at 262-64.

io6. Cf A&M Records, Inc. v.Napster, Inc., 284 F.3d xo9 i,io98 (9 th Cir. 2002) (affirming District
Court's authority to force Napster to use filter mechanisms to police copyrighted works); Andy Sulli-

van,- Kazaa Could Filter Copyrighted Music, Critics Say, REUTERS, at http://www.reuters.com/
newsArticle.jhtml?type=musicNews&storylD=4121799 (Jan.13, 2004).
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sion suggests the activity discussed here would be construed as providing
a financial benefit to the P2P uploader.' °
Contributory Liability: Contributory infringement requires three
elements. First, a user commits direct infringement by downloading the
copyrighted work. Second, the U.S. uploader must have knowledge
about the downloader's direct infringement. And third, the U.S. uploader must substantially participate in the direct infringement by inducing, causing, or materially contributing to the infringing conduct. For a
U.S. uploader to be held liable, the uploader must encourage or provide
the means for the infringing act abroad and know that that action would
constitute copyright infringement. There is however a general recognition that that there is no liability for "authorizing an act that itself could
not constitute infringement of rights secured by United States law."',
Therefore, a user in the United States would not be held liable for
placing a public domain work onto a P2P network (even if the work was
protected in a foreign country where users could download the work). A
user would only be liable if, with knowledge of the infringing activity
abroad, the user induced, caused, or materially contributed to the infringing conduct of the downloader.' ° Unless the P2P users directly
communicated or instant messaged each other (with knowledge of the
infringing act), a court would probably not find sufficient contribution
from the U.S. uploader.
2.
Liability of Providers/P2PNetworks
This Note assumes P2P network owners sued by foreign copyright
holders are located within U.S. jurisdiction or are amenable to a lawsuit
in a U.S. forum. " ° As before, two theories of potential liability will control how courts resolve the liability of P2P network providers."'
Vicarious Liability: A U.S. federal court can assert specific jurisdiction over a P2P network provider based on sufficient contacts related to
that forum."2 As seen in the Napster case, these claims are limited to
cases where the P2P network "has the right and ability to supervise the
infringing activity and also has a direct financial interest in such activi107. See A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., I s4 F. Supp. 2d 896, 921-22 (N.D. Cal. 2000).
io8. See Armstrong v. Virgin Records, Ltd., 91 F. Supp. 2d 628, 634 (S.D.N.Y. 20oo).
to9. See Gershwin,443 F.2d at 1162.

iio. See Armstrong, 91 F. Supp. 2d at 635-36:
[I]t is possible for a defendant to commit acts outside the United States sufficient to find it
contributorily or vicariously liable for acts of infringement committed by others within the
United States, but the defendant's conduct might not be sufficient to permit the court to exercise personal jurisdiction over the defendants.
iii. See London Film Productions v. Intercontinental Communications, Inc., 580 F. Supp. 47
(S.D.N.Y. 1984).
112. See MGM Studios v. Grokster, Ltd., 243 F. Supp. 2d 1073, io83-84 (C.D. Cal. 2003).
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ties."...3 The problem for foreign plaintiffs is whether a P2P network has
the "ability" to supervise these types of public domain/copyrighted
works. While unclear under current law, a P2P network provider in U.S.
federal court would probably not be liable based on the control element.
Typically, P2P providers cannot control the works uploaded by U.S. users or downloaded by foreign-based users on the network." 4 While P2P
technology might evolve to allow filtering or monitoring, as of now, this
requirement appears determinative of liability."5
Contributory Liability: Contributory liability is found when "the defendant engages in personal conduct that encourages or assists the infringement."",6 A P2P provider would be found liable if the provider
knowingly and intentionally assisted, induced, or caused the infringement
in the foreign country. Once again, the Sony decision on contributory infringement might control." 7 If a lawsuit was filed solely on this issue, then
the substantial noninfringing uses of P2P networks might be determinative.",8 Further, this Note also proposes that P2P operators will not be
held liable for the direct infringing acts of foreign-based downloaders. If
the predicate act committed in the U.S. is not illegal, then P2P operators
will not be held liable for the infringing acts of foreign downloaders." 9
B.

WlFI AND HOME-RUN NETWORK PROVIDER LIABILITY

The second example of technology outpacing current copyright law
colliding is on wireless local-area networks (commonly known as "WiFi
networks").' 20 WiFi networks connects users to the Internet through radio or infrared frequencies on the unlicensed 2.4 and 5 GHz radio bands.
Under Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standards, data transfer rates include: 802.1 Ib (II Mbps), 802.1ia (54 Mbps),
and 8o2.IIg (125 Mbps).'' WiFi networks come in two varieties: (i)
home-run local area networks; or (2) public HotSpots that provide wire-

113. See Gershwin, 443 F.2d at 1162.
114. See Sullivan, supra note 106
115. See supra note io6.
116. A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d ioo4, lO19 (9th Cir. 2001) (internal quotations
omitted).
117. See Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417,442 (984).
118. See id.; but see A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 284 F.3d io9I (9th Cir. 2002).
i i9. See Armstrong, 91 F. Supp. 2d 634.
120. See generally GIL HELD, DATA OVER WIRELESS NETWORKS: BLUETOOTH, WAP, & WIRELESS

LANs 229-69 (2001).
12 1. Broadcom is deploying a 125 Mbps router for 802. 1Ig. Robyn Peterson, Coming Soon: UltraFast, Interoperable Wireless Routers, EXTREMETECH, at http://www.extremetech.com/article2/0,3973
,14o6795,oo.asp?kc=ETRSSo2129TXIKoooo532 (Dec. 8, 2003), as well as next generation 802.1 in
products (minimum of ioo MPbps speeds). Carmen Nobel, Broadcom to Jump the Gun on 8o2.irn,
EWEEK, at http://www.eweek.com/print-article/o,3o48,a=i I5O38,oo.asp (Dec. 22, 2003).
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less access.'22 While only 28,000 HotSpots exist around the world, the
number of HotSpots is expected to grow to i6o,ooo by 2007.'23 While
WiFi conforms to the standards of the Wireless Ethernet Compatibility
Alliance (WECA), it is also a developing technology.'24 WECA acknowledges that HotSpot providers might not employ adequate security, and
may "leave all security turned off to make it easier to access and get on
the network in the first place.""' 5 If a HotSpot or home-run WiFi operator does not require registration, then users can log onto this network
without being identified and "it becomes virtually impossible for groups
such as the RIAA to track down the identity of copyright infringers using
these nodes."", 6 One remedy is legislation that requires identifying signatures for network users. A previous technology was presented that would
insert unique serial numbers directly onto new computer chips (to track
users online)." 7 However, these types of measures are considered controversial and are unlikely to gain widespread acceptance in the short
run.
Home-run WiFi networks do not come packaged with tracking
mechanisms. Therefore, if an anonymous user logs onto a home-run
WiFi network, accesses and downloads copyrighted works, and then logs
off without leaving a digital signature, is the home-run network operator
liable? Even if identification measures are not established, under current
copyright law, the operator of a home-run WiFi network is probably vicariously liable for the user's infringing acts. 1 8 Therefore, copyright infringement lawsuits can be filed against home-run WiFi network
providers. These type of lawsuits might deter consumers from setting up
and running home-run networks. Small, consumer-run networks potentially offer superior public goods and create an arena for tinkering and
incremental innovation." 9 Supplying high-speed Internet access at low
prices (or for free)-in metropolitan and rural areas-is a modern public
good. Yet innovations in WiFi technology can be stunted by lawsuits that
122. John Borland, Hot Spots Elude RIAA Dragnet, CNET NEWS.coM, at http://www.news.com

.com/2100-Io27-1026204.html (July I6, 2003). For example, the ISP Speakeasy announced a program,
WiFi NetShare, to allow home broadband subscribers to sell WiFi access to their neighbors. See WiFi
NetShare, at http://www.speakeasy.net/netshare/netshare.pdf (last visited Mar. 2, 2004).
123. WiFi NetShare, at http://www.speakeasy.net/netshare/netshare.pdf (last visited Mar. 2, 2004).
124. The Wi-Fi Alliance was formed in 1999. See generally Wi-Fi Alliance, at http://www.weca.net/
OpenSection/index.asp (last visited Mar. 2, 2004).
125. Id. at http://www.weca.net/OpenSection/secure.asp?TID=2.
126. WiFi NetShare, at http://www.speakeasy.net/netshare/netshare.pdf (last visited Mar. 2, 2004).
127. Id.
128. See supra notes 112-15 and accompanying text.
129. HUGH B. STEWART, RECOLLECTING THE FUTURE: A VIEW OF BUSINESS, TECHNOLOGY, AND INNOVATION IN THE NEXT 30 YEARS 89-90 (1989); see Horn, supra note 38, at 45-46 (regarding consumer
tinkering).
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discourage home-run setups and "tinkering." Deterring home-run networks means deterring innovation along the 802.11 spectrum of communication.
IV.
A.

WHERE CAN WE MAKE

IT Go?

RETHINKING COPYRIGHT LAW

P2P networks are a source of massive copyright infringement, unparalleled in American history. P2P networks might also realize the potential for new forms of distribution. Right now, various companies are
working on a P2P telephone service, 30 legally distributing movies on P2P
networks, 3' and setting up a P2P radio service.'32 This Note proposes that
even if illegal file-sharing adversely affects the recording industry, methods exist to counteract illegal file-sharing without sacrificing technological innovations in peer computing.'33
i. ProtectingCopyrighted Works and the PublicInterest
The foundation of modern intellectual property laws begins with the
Copyright Act of 1976. '3 Yet Congressional authority to enact copyright
law is founded on Constitutional principles. The Copyright Clause's conferral of power articulates a reason, "to promote the Progress of Science
and useful Arts," that modifies the scope of Congressional authority and
is "both a grant of power and a limitation."'33 Recently, the philosophy of
copyright law as a tradeoff between an author and the public-in academic literature',6 and judicial decisions 7-shifted towards the incentive
rationale (i.e., how much compensation is necessary to motivate creators

13o. E.g., http://www.skype.com; cf. Michael Tarm, Associated Press, Telephone-like Skype Has
Some Notable Shortcomings, U.S.A. TODAY, at http://www.usatoday.com/tech/techreviews/products/
2003-1i-i9-skypex.htm (Nov. 19, 2003).
131. Dinesh C. Sharma, Kazaa Says Hello to Digital Bollywood, CNET NEWS.coM, at http://news
.com.com/210O-1026_3-5 1o6829.html (Nov. 13, 2003).
132. Alberto Escarlate, PeerGarden a P2P Radio, Cacheop Blog, at http://www.cacheop.com/
archives/ooo385.html (Nov. 6, 2003) ("PeerGarden [is] the first radio that utilizes Peercast P2P radio
broadcasting technology.").
133. Piracy of Intellectual Property on Peer-to-Peer Networks: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on
Courts, the Internet, and Intellectual Property of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, I07th Cong. 21-22
(2002) (statement of Hilary Rosen, Chairman and CEO of RIAA, that "P2P and distributive comput-

ing has enormous commercial potential and enormous potential for consumers").
134. See LrrMAN, supra note 96, at 79 (2001) ("If copyright is a bargain between authors and the

public, then we might ask what the public is getting from the bargain.").
135. Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. I, 5-6 (1966); but see United States v. Moghadam, 175
F.3d 1269, 1279-8o (iith Cir. 1999) (discussing whether the Commerce Clause "can be used by Congress to accomplish something that the Copyright Clause might not allow").
136. See, e.g., Jane C. Ginsburg, Copyright and Control over New Technologies of Dissemination,
101 COLUM. L. REv. 1613 (2001).
137. E.g., ITOFCA, Inc. v. MegaTrans Logistics, Inc., 322 F.3d 928,928 (7th Cir. 2003).
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to produce new works).",8 The flaw to this approach is that at the margins
there is always one hypothetical author who would be motivated to create an additional work by slight increases in rights or compensation.'39 By
this logic, there is no constitutional limit to Congress expanding copyright law. The new copyright philosophy ignores the tradeoff in copyright
by focusing entirely on incentive. 40 While copyrights inhere to the creator, the overall purpose of copyright law is for the public interest.
For these reasons, the public begins to judge new copyright laws that
are ratified without a full dialogue (i.e., that excludes a debate on the
law's impact on the public interest) with skepticism. 4' When Congress recently extended the duration of copyright protection, 4" only financially
interested parties were present during the negotiations.'43 The passage of
new legislation -without a full dialogue-only promotes animosity towards copyright norms."4 Congressional guidance is needed to shape the
future of copyright law, but it should be conducted with a full dialogue
on the costs and benefits of amending copyright law. "'
2. A Leaky System Leaks Innovation
Advocates claim that a "leaky copyright system works best."'' 6 If this
claim is true, then the question is how leaky? Numerous parties have presented solutions for curbing illegal file-sharing without impeding the
development of P2P networks. Academics and technologists are propos-

138. See Jessica Litman, Revising Copyright Law for the Information Age, 75 OR. L. REV. 19,31-32
n.43 (1996).
139. See id.
140. E.g., Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 442 (1984) ("[T]he rights

of others freely to engage in substantially unrelated areas of commerce.").
141. See Schaumann, supra note Io,at ioo6 n.14 (2002) for sources documenting the approval of
affected industries in passing new copyright legislation; cf.Ginsburg, supra note 136, at 1618 (presuming "benign" Congressional intent in the passage of copyright legislation); see generally LITMAN, supra
note 96, at 35-69 (discussing the content industry's role in drafting copyright legislation).
142. Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act, Pub. L. No. 105-298, 112 Stat. 2827 (1998) (codified as amended in scattered sections of 17 U.S.C.).
143. See LITMAN, supra note 96, at 35-69; see also Eldred v. Ashcroft, 537 U.S. 186, 249 (2003)
(Breyer, J., dissenting) (Twenty extra years of copyright protection means "extra royalty payments are
large enough to suggest that unnecessarily high prices will unnecessarily restrict distribution of classic
works (or lead to disobedience of the law) -not just in theory but in practice."). For more examples of
industry lobbying, see Menell, supra note 5,at 168 n.367.
144. See generally Ann Bartow, Electrifying Copyright Norms and Making Cyberspace More Like
A Book, 48 VA. L. REV. 13 (2003).
145. See Horn, supra note 38, at 66 ("Because quick legislative or regulatory solutions for the
problem of digital copyright protection pose risks to innovation and economic growth and are likely to
have unintended consequences in a period of rapid technological change, we should move slowly.").
146. SIVA VAIDHYANATHAN, COPYRIGHTS AND
How IT THREATENS CREATIVITY 184 (2001).
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ing compulsory licenses,'47 flat monthly fees,' 4s noncommercial use levies,'49 and a combination of levies, arbitration, and enforcement.'5 ° Courts
have also proposed various solutions. The Copyright Board of Canada
held, inter alia, downloading copyrighted works from P2P networks legal
under Canadian law,' 5' while the Napster decision shut down a centralized file-sharing service.'52 This Note agrees that copyright holders must
be protected from excessive illegal file-sharing, but open space must be
preserved for innovation. An emerging consensus illustrates that excessive enforcement of copyright chills research and investment in peer

computing. 53
This Note proposes a different approach. Congress should convene
ongoing P2P conferences with a short-term moratorium on lawsuits and
new copyright legislation. A moratorium will motivate the affected parties to discuss and find solutions (as well as realize or disprove the potential benefits of decentralized P2P networks). Innovation is not merely a
single invention or the commercialization of one product, but is also
achieved through incremental changes and complementary technologies.'54 The recording industry and Congress should not judge the economic and social costs and benefits of peer computing at the beginning of
its innovation cycle. Instead, decentralized P2P networks should be permitted time to follow a natural course of innovation.
55
B. RETHINKING MUSIC

i.
Making Money Off Recorded Music
The claim that the recording industry is struggling monetarily-due56
to illegal file-sharing-receives little credibility from many consumers.

147. Dan Krimm, Creating a Merit-Based Music Economy: Compulsory or Blanket Licensing for
Interactive Subscription Services (June 2003) (unpublished manuscript, on file with Hastings Law
Journal), availableat http://www.munb.com/meritmusici.htm.
148. Andy Sullivan, Peer-to-PeerGroup Floats Scheme to Pay for Music, REUTERS, at http://www
.reuters.com/newsArticle.jhtml;?storyD=394175 5 (Dec. 4, 2003).
149. E.g., Neil Weinstock Netanel, Impose a Noncommercial Use Levy to Allow Free P2P File
Sharing, 17 HARV. J.L. & TECH. (forthcoming Dec. 2003); cf. Stacey Dogan, Code Versus the Common
Law, 2 J. TELECOM &HIGH TECH. L. 73 (2003).
150. E.g., Lemley & Reese, supra note 6o, at 99-1oo.
151. See John Borland, Canada Deems P2P Downloading Legal, CNET NEWS.COM, at http://news
.com.com/2IOO-1025_3-5121479.html (Dec. 12, 2003).
152. A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 284 F.3d IO9I (9th Cir. 2002).
153. See supra note 75; see also Karen Kaplan, Multimedia Firm Scour Lays Off52 of Its 70 Workers, L.A. TIMES, Sept. 2, 2o00, at CI (discussing how lawsuits filed against Scour scared off investors).
154. See ROSENBERG, supra note 74, at 56-70.
i55. See, e.g., Lance Rose, The Emperor's Clothes Still Fit Just Fine, WIRED, Feb. 1995, at 103 (discussing how copyright holders only need to control piracy to make a profit).
156. See Ann Bartow, Electrifying Copyright Norms and Making Cyberspace More Like a Book, 48
VA. L. REV. 13, 43-64 (2003); NPD Group, Declining Music Sales: It's Not All Digital Downloading,
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For example, if one illegal P2P download deprives a popular artist of five
cents and the record label of twenty cents, many consumers would not be
outraged. However, the recording industry is hostile to both P2P networks and any other free music, including efforts to spur interest in music (i.e., creating a buzz). Yet consider Epitonic.com.'5 7 Epitonic.com is
an online music service that provides free MP3 and Windows Media Audio (WMA)' music tracks for users to download.'59 Artists make their
works available on the service to promote interest in the artist and spur
sales of music. Another strategy to combat illegal file-sharing is the collaboration between Pennsylvania State University and Napster 2.0. '6, Be-

ginning in spring 2004, students living in on-campus residence halls will
have access to "tethered songs" via Napster. 6, Instead of paying persong, the university covers the service as part of "information technology-related services," and students can access Napster's entire music database. I62 The recording industry expects this deal to serve as a model for
other universities.'6 These two cases indicate models and approaches for
the recording industry to pursue. Music is, and never was, merely sales of
recorded music to anonymous consumers. A poll found 83 % of teenagers
aged 13 to I7 believe illegally downloading copyrighted music from P2P
networks is morally acceptable.' 64 Epitonic and Pennsylvania State represent methods to harness digital music and create a viable alternative to
illegal file-sharing.

Says the NPD Group (June 5, 2003), available at http://www.npd.comlpress/releases/press0o306o5

.htm ("60 percent of music consumers with access to the Web have not downloaded any music for free,
and sales to those customers are off by as much as 7 percent.").
157. Epitonic, at http://www.epitonic.com. Other examples include http://www.nugs.net, http://
www.archive.org, and http://www.garageband.com. All four Web sites (depending on the artist or record label) allow online streams or downloads.
158. WMA is Microsoft's proprietary digital music format and cannot be transferred into MP3
format (i.e., WMA is protected by DRM). Cf. Apple's MPEG-4 Advanced Audio Coding (AAC)
format protects downloads from iTunes with DRM, but CDs ripped into AAC format can be transferred into the MP3 format.
159. Many bands have no desire to put their music online. Frank Ahrens, Music Fans Find Online
Jukebox Half-Empty, WASH. POST, Jan. 19, 2004, at Ai; see also Jennifer Sullivan, Give Away Tunes,
Make Money?, WIRED NEWS, at http://www.wired.com/news/business/o,1367,21523,oo.html (Sept. 2,

1994).
16o. Press Release, Q&A: Penn State's New Online Music Service with Napster (Nov. 6, 2003),
available at http://live.psu.edu/story/4583.

161. Id.
162.
163.
2003, at
164.

Id.
Amy Harmon, Penn State Will Pay to Allow Students to Download Music, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 7,
At.
Reuters, Lawsuits Damp Down P2P Audience, WIRED NEWS, at http://www.wired.com/news/

prnt/o,1294,6o654,oo.html (Sept. 30, 2003) (discussing the findings of a Gallup Poll).
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Is the CelestialJukebox a FaustianDeal?
The "celestial jukebox" was intended to supply extraordinary access
to digital works of music, literature, and video, and simplify the process
for using or licensing copyrighted works.' 65 Yet instead of unlimited access to digital works, there are continued doubts about digitization, especially due to peer computing. Instead of enticing works online, peer
computing raised the fear of cascading copyright infringement. A band
entitled 2manydjs produces albums that mix and match different tracks
from songs across the musical spectrum." In order to produce an album
62 minutes long, with 45 remixed tracks, and receive record label approval to use the tracks, required six months, 865 e-mails, 16o faxes, and
hundreds of phone calls.' 67 While the album was eventually completed,
2manydjs illustrates the ongoing complexity of the celestial jukebox.
Without answering how to protect content, while permitting flexible use,
the celestial jukebox will be left unfulfilled.
2.

C.

RETHINKING INDUSTRY

While consumers increasingly purchase digital music (as CDs and
MP3s), no one can predict the future of music consumption. Right now,
consumers want to "access the same content through multiple devices...
[while] integrating these various devices."' ' Yet digital convergence
might require more than simply licensing music to online subscription
services. Instead, consumer desires might lead to new forms of digital
content consumption.
i.
Content Distributor,Consumer Electronics Manufacturer
Apple marketed iBooks through the slogan: "Rip. Mix. Burn." The
recording industry considered the slogan an attempt to franchise on illegal file-sharing and ripping and burning music CDs.' 69 Or cohisider Sony
165.

PAUL GOLDSTEIN, COPYRIGHT'S HIGHWAY: FROM GUTENBERG TO THE CELESTIAL JUKEBOX 235-36

(Hill & Wang 1994).
166. See Adrian Roberts, Letters, Monster Mash, S.F. WEEKLY, Nov. 5-11, 2003, at 7 ("The mixing

and matching of artists from different music genres is already happening-but with one crucial difference. It is not corporate. In fact, it's quite underground.").
167. See 2manydjs: The Un-Authorised, Un-Official Story, at http://www.2manydjs.com/frameset
.htm (last visited Mar. 2, 2004) ("[A] total amount of 187 different tracks were involved from which
114 got approved, 62 refused and II were un-trackable[.]"); see also Kevin Seal, Bastard Pop, WIRED,
Feb. 2003, at 50 (explaining technology behind the mixing and overlapping of two songs).
168. Menell, supra note 5,at 117. Menell discusses the Moxi Media Center, while rumors suggest
Apple is working on the iBox that acts as "a standalone digital media hub." Peter Rojas, An iBox from
Apple, Gizmodo Blog, at http://www.gizmodo.com/archives/an ibox-fromapple.php (Jan. 1,2004).
169. See Hearing on Protected Content in a Digital Age-Promoting Broadband and the Digital
Television Transition: Full HearingBefore the Senate Comm. on Commerce, Science & Transp., 107th
Cong. (Feb. 28, 2002) (statement of Michael Eisner, Chairman and CEO, The Walt Disney Company);
see also Devin Leonard, 'This is War', FORTUNE, May 27, 2002, at 83 (At the Senate hearing, Eisner
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Corporation's position on digitization. A Sony senior vice-president
claimed that Sony admired the Apple iPod, but Sony "d[id] not have any
plans for such a product.""'7 Four years after the launch of Napster-and
sweeping changes in how consumers purchase music-and Sony had no
plans for a digital music device? 7 '
Sony Electronics is respected worldwide for its high quality, stylish
consumer products. Sony reinvented and revolutionized the entire recording industry by galvanizing youth culture with its introduction of the
Sony Walkman.'72 A competing Sony MP 3 player would almost certainly
corner a significant, if not dominant, market share.' 73 Yet a structural
conflict exists between Sony Electronics and Sony Music (i.e., the hardware manufacturer producing consumer products to download and listen
to digital music, and the content division producing music). Sony owns
CBS Records (1988) and Columbia Pictures (1989). While originally a
consumer electronics company, Sony has diversified into a company with
a strong entertainment focus. (Sony is also a member of the RIAA and
MPAA.) Like other companies, Sony has one foot in content and one in
technology and a conflict between content and consumer technology.'74
Yet the changes in digital music finally caught up with Sony. In early
2004, five years after the launch of Napster, and one year after asserting
no desire to develop a digital music device, Sony is working on a digital
music device and launching an online music subscription service.'75 Did
Sony secretly plan to launch these products? Or, did the company recognize the sea change in music? Time Warner-a company that supplies
Internet access and producers a large amount of copyrighted works-is
also competing with itself. Will Time Warner have to choose between
singled out Apple's ad slogan as "evidence that the technology community is promoting thievery to
sell computers."). Cf. Computer Authorization, APPLE, at http://www.apple.com/support/itunes
authorization.html (last visited Mar. 2, 2004) (regarding Apple's DRM entitled FairPlay).
170. Frank Rose, The Civil War Inside Sony, WIRED, Feb. 2003, at oo, lO2 (quoting Keiji Kimura,
senior vice-president Sony Corp., Tokyo).
171. John Borland, Sony: The Conflicted Conglomerate, CNET NEws.com, at http://news.com.com/
2009-Io40-936522.html?tag=nl (June 16, 2002).
172. See Sony History, "Please Listen to This!", SONY, at http://www.sony.net/Fun/SH/I-i8/h3.html
(last visited Mar. 2, 2004) (discussing creation, launch, and advertisement of the first Sony Walkman).
173. Cf.Press Release, Microsoft Corp., Microsoft and Sony Enable High-Quality Music Files To
Be Downloaded on PCs and Portable Devices (Nov. 15, 1999), availableat http://www.microsoft.com/
presspass/press/1999/Nov99/MSSonyPR.asp.
174. Amy Harmon, Piracy, or Innovation? It's Hollywood vs. High Tech, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. I4,
2004, at Ci.

175. Richard Shim, Sony Unveils Music Store, Gadgets at CES, CNET NEWS.COM, at http://news
.com.com/2ioo-7353_3-5137127.html (Jan. 7, 2004); John Borland, Sony to Launch Net Music Service,
CNET NEWS.coM, at http://news.com.com/2IOO-1o27-5o71 475.html (Sept. 4, 2003) (discussing Sony's
plans to launch an online service to rival Apple iTunes, involving cooperation between Sony's Music,
Pictures, and Electronics divisions).
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selling entertainment content or selling high-speed Internet access?' 6
Apple, Sony, and Time Warner are examples of companies either converging content and technology, or diverging into competing, separate
entities.
2.
Everyone Else Comes Running
Legal obstacles, multiple-party negotiations, and industry inertia to
licensing digital music, previously restrained online music subscription
services. Few online music services were even available in 1999 (as Napster became popular). Now scores of online services offer digital music.
Dell announced plans to enter the market of online music sales, 77 iTunes
is available for PCs and surpassed the twenty-five million mark,' 78 Hew-8 °
79
lett-Packard is entering the market,' RealNetworks will soon launch,'
Microsoft announced plans to launch an online service,' sI Napster is
back,'82 and Wal-Mart launched a beta eighty-eight-cent per-song service.'"" While previous services failed to attract significant numbers of
P2P users (or other users), s4 the momentum is shifting towards greater
use of online services.
Before online subscription music services, P2P networks were also
attempting innovative business approaches. For example, in response to
legal actions, KaZaA bundled its software with Altnet, "a P2P network
that delivers encrypted songs, movies, and videogames."' 5 The owners of
KaZaA claimed that the Sony exception (i.e., is the product capable of
substantial noninfrininging uses) applied whereby the bundling of the
176. See Farhad Manjoo, AOL's Jekyll and Hyde Act, SALON.COM, at http://archive.salon.com/tech/
feature/2oo3/o2/lo/aol-file-sharing (Feb. 10, 2003).
177. John Borland, McAfee Founder Joins Chorus of Music Sellers, CNET NEWS.COM, at http://
news.com.com/2100-1027-5058182.html (Oct. I, 2003).
178. Alorie Gilbert, Apple Hits 25 Million iTunes Downloads, CNET NEWS.COM, at http://news
.Com.com/2100-1027-3-512455o.html (Dec. 15, 2003).
179. Lore Sj6berg, HP Joins the lpod Crowd, WIRED NEWS, at http://www.wired.com/news/
business/o,I367,61836,oo.html?tw=wn tophead_9 (Jan. 8, 2004).

18o. John Borland, Real to Launch Song Store, CNET NEWS.coM, at http://news.com.coM/2Iool027_3-5135382.html (Jan. 5, 2003).
181. John Borland, Microsoft Music Store to Open Next Year, CNET NEWS.coM, at http://news.com
.c0m1/2100-1027-5io8173.html (Nov. 17, 2003).
182. John Borland, Legal Napster Up and Running, CNET NEWS.coM, at http://news.com.com/2100
-1o27-5099002.html (Oct. 29, 2003). Even Coca-Cola plans to enter the online music business. Reuters,
Coke Enters the Music Business, WIRED NEWS, at http://www.wired.com/newsbusiness/o,1367,615o9,00
.html (Dec. 8, 2003) (launching January 2004 in Britain).
183. Associated Press, Wal-Mart Sells Songs for 88-Cents, WIRED NEWS, at http://www.wired.coml
news/digiwood/o,1412,6165 9 ,oo.html (Dec. i8,2003).
184. See John Howe, Dirty Dozen: 12 Ways the Record Labels Fight Back, WIRED,Feb. 2003, at 98,
107.

185. Todd Woody, The Race to Kill Kazaa, WIRED, Feb. 2003, at 107 (providing detailed description of KaZaA's business structure).
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software offered substantial noninfringing uses. '86 Altnet provided an opportunity for the recording industry to seek alliances with P2P networks.1 7 Many marketers now use the Altnet model to help promote
movies by putting film trailers on the network, videogame makers are
placing the first few levels of new games onto P2P networks, and even
trailers for a multimedia punk-rock tour had a presence on P2P networks."s
3. Future Transmission Speeds
In 1979, the transfer rate-or the speed of transmitting data over the

Internet-originated with the 300 baud modem transferring at 300 bits
per second (bps). At that rate, transferring digital media was prohibitively time consuming. Today, households access the Internet through
dial-up connections (speeds up to 56 Kbps), Digital Subscriber Lines
(DSL) (128 Kbps to 9 Mbps), and cable modems (128 Kbps to 2.5
Mbps).'89 While extraordinary fast compared to the 300 baud modem,
these transfer rates are only an indication of the future of the Internet. A
new data transfer protocol called Fast Active queue management Scalable Transmission Control Protocol (FAST) -technically deployable in a
few years-could download a full-length DVD in less than five seconds.'"' An entire record collection or movie library' 9 ' could be
downloaded by a stranger, thousand of miles away, within minutes. Assuming this scenario proves accurate, this downloader would then be
able to store the digital content on current hard drives (i.e., standard 8o
or 120 GB hard drive) or upcoming storage systems. '
P2P advances also include cataloging, requesting, and routing information. Leading the way are two file-sharing services -eDonkey and
BitTorrent- "designed to increase the efficiency and speed of transfers
186. See Sony Corp. of Amer. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417,442 (1984).
187. See, e.g., Amy Harmon, Marketers Try to Turn Web PiratesInto Customers, N.Y. TIMES, Nov.
4, 2002, at Ci.

188. Id.
189. Many companies now carry T-i carrier lines (up to 1.544 Mbps) and T-3 carrier lines (up to 44
Mbps). See also supra notes 120-21 and accompanying text.
19o. New Internet Tech i53,ooo Times Faster Than Modem, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC NEWS, at http://
news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2oo3/03/03i8-0303i8internet.html (Mar. i8, 2003).
191. At current compression algorithms (e.g., DivX technology) and connection speeds, a fulllength digital movie can be downloaded over a P2P network in less than one hour. See Menell, supra
note 5, at II1-12.
192. E.g., Kenneth Chang, A New System for Storing Data: Think Punch Cards, but Tiny, N.Y.
TIMES, June 1i,2002, at F3 (describing research at IBM laboratories that could "store the equivalent of
200 CD-ROM's on a surface the size of a postage stamp"); Sven Moller et al., A Polymer/Semiconductor Write-Once Read-Many Times Memory, NATURE, Nov. 13, 2003, at 166 (discussing advances
in hybrid organic/inorganic memory devices as a "reliable means of achieving rapid, large-scale archival data storage").
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for large files such as movie files."' 93 EDonkey employs two powerful
tools: (I) attaching "hash" identifiers to files logged onto the system that
generates more efficient searches; and (2) breaking files into smaller
batches that transfer independently from each other.'" EDonkey has a
cascading effect: The system becomes faster and more efficient as more
people login.'95 Advances in search capabilities and information routing
point to the future of peer computing: increased popularity.
CONCLUSION

The recording industry and Congress have a choice: shape a future
for peer computing or eliminate a novel form of technology. New uses of
peer computing are already reshaping how Americans consume and distribute content. In many ways, innovations in peer computing might determine the future of communication and how information is distributed.
On the other hand, attempts to eliminate illegal file-sharing merely
drives peer computing in new and unpredictable directions. The recording industry's prosecution of P2P networks merely accelerated developments in anonymous use and IP blocking methods. While peer
computing can be a vehicle for illegal file-sharing, let us not shut down
innovation when so much potential waits.

193. John Borland, File Swapping Shifts Up a Gear, CNET NEWS.COM, at http://news.com.com/2Ioo
-1026_3-1009742.html (May 27, 2003).
194. Id.
195. Id. If "file size, bandwidth, and server capacity" are the "principal constraint on the exchange
of files," then file compression, faster connection speeds, and cascading P2P networks (like eDonkey),
indicate continued growth in the spread and use of P2P networks. Menell, supra note 5, at 115.
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